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Global Monitoring from AppNeta

Understanding the performance of business-critical apps, locations, and users is essential in a distributed enterprise 
environment. Whether you support far-flung offices or cloud-hosted apps you need to be able to get ahead of issues 
before they impact business or employee productivity.

Global Monitoring allows you to measure performance to and from distributed locations representative of your customer 
base. This visibility provides key end-user experience insight from outside of the firewall by testing the public access routes 
to your website or customer-facing apps from global locations. AppNeta’s Global Monitoring is situated in Tier 1 cloud 
providers to best measure performance to the apps, locations, and users that drive your organization forward.  
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ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With 
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud 
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations 
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers. For more information, visit www.appneta.com

1.800.508.5233  |  SALES@APPNETA.COM  |  APPNETA.COM

• Monitor performance to core public-facing apps or internet-facing services from  
 global locations representative of your customer base.

• Monitor performance from specific regions to apps used by your distributors,  
 integrators, or retail locations.

• Identify the scope of issues reported at office locations or regions by testing inside  
 and outside of your network to isolate the root cause.

• Compare performance of your apps across different regions before and after updates  
 to identify issues before customers do.

Use Cases and Visibility with Global Monitoring

AppNeta Global Monitoring is focused on providing insight into end-user experience of applications from a worldwide 
network of AppNeta-managed Monitoring Points. Using Tier 1 Cloud providers and designed for high availability, 
AppNeta provides insight into the delivery path, app performance, and hop-by-hop analysis from global locations. With 
simple licensing and regular feature updates, AppNeta Global Monitoring Points require no customer maintenance. 

Beyond just outside-in status checks, Global Monitoring Points offer a wide range of capabilities when it comes to 
understanding performance across the WAN.

• Network Insights - Understand the hop-by-hop performance from global cloud locations to your  
 business-critical locations, apps, or services.

• Digital Experience Monitoring - Run network and application testing side-by-side to understand  
 exactly what services are performing well and what is degrading over time.

• API Monitoring - Test 3rd party APIs and services that your cloud apps rely on and add HTTP status  
 testing to your arsenal of network visibility.

• Regional Insight - Get visibility into regional trends that affect large areas to compare to in-office or  
 behind-the-firewall performance.

Simple Setup

Global Monitoring Points are container-based and managed by AppNeta. They can be deployed to a range of Tier 1 
cloud providers and are dedicated to you. They are deployed quickly and licensed as a Monitoring Point meaning you 
don’t have to worry about extra management overhead. 

To learn more about how AppNeta can enable you to gain an understanding of performance wherever your users or 
customers are located, and on whatever apps or services they use, schedule a demo today.
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